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Wonder Works Construction 
Corp. has made its mark 
on downtown Hartford with 
luxury rental Spectra.

The 12-story, 190-unit 
residence at 5 Constitution 
Place opened for leasing in 
mid-2015 as part of a surge 
of downtown development 
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faster than expected.
 Spectra’s amenities and 
rich history set it apart from 
the crowd and bring it up 
to 80 percent leased in less 
than a year.

“As with FiDi in New 
York, downtown Hartford 
was a business district that 
became desolate at night,” 
said Joseph Klaynberg, 
Wonder Works chairman 
and founding partner. “But 
we saw an opportunity, and 
Spectra has led the 
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purchased� the former 
Clarion Hotel once owned 
by Maha-rishi Mahesh Yogi, 
guru to The Beatles.
 In its latest incarnation,  
residents pass through an art-
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foot ceilings to get to their 
studio, one- or two-bedroom 
homes. All apartments have 
oversized windows, washer/
dryers, and updated kitchens 
with Blomberg refrigerators 
and European appliances.
 The building’s history as 
a hotel comes through in the�
bathrooms’ spacious layouts�
and contemporarily upgrad-
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heads. Additionally, second 
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Freelancers and other re- 
mote workers who need a 
change of scene can work in�
the library or several of the 
building’s lounges and work�
spaces.

There are Ping-Pong and�
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screening room.
 “Spectra helped rede-
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new destination, and resi-
dents and retailers are taking 
notice,” says Eric Brody, 
Wonder Works COO and 
Partner.

Luxury rental leading renaissance in Hartford


